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It’s never too late to discover things about oneself. With the encroaching years I seem to have 

acquired an aversion to our endlessly hot summer days, and living as we do near the shores of the 

Mediterranean, this is not necessarily a huge advantage. Actually, in a manner of speaking you could 

say we lived on the banks of the Wolf (see above), which, as I’m about to explain, interconnect with 

the shores of the Mediterranean. And you needn’t think that because of advancing years I’m losing 

it, because I’m actually being perfectly rational - if you’ll just allow me to explain. 

For example, how many people living a mere three kilometres inland from the sea enjoy one of 

these pretty mountain streams flowing right through their village? 

In the summer the trout are joined by kids and 

dogs happily splashing about in the water – 

even the odd fisherman, although the trout 

seem less than keen on them.  

Altogether pretty idyllic, as you can see.. 

I seem to remember mentioning the plane 

trees lining the banks - mercilessly hacked to 

death last year. They contributed to the idyll, 

of course, and it’ll never be quite the same 

without them. But still….a compensation…. 

 

The end of August can be a killer, even with the fraicheur offered by the river, so when the mayors of 

Villeneuve Loubet and Cagnes sur Mer (our neighbouring commune) got together, not with pistols at 

dawn as per usual, but with the splendid idea of opening up a pathway along the river bank separating 

the two communes right down to the sea, we were all thrilled. OK, the mayor of Villeneuve says the 

section of the path belonging to Cagnes is paved with crottes de chien (dog turds to you), while the 

mayor of Cagnes has a similar riposte, or worse, concerning our mayor and his negligent, slovenly 

Villeneuve mairie. Never mind, we’ve got the path and hey, this is France! 

The footway abandons the river momentarily, meandering through a magnificent natural park with 

cliffs majestically lining the gorge carved out by the torrent, but for the most part sticks to the river 

banks, which are constantly fanned by air from the cool water. During the summer I do the walk about 
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three times a week, breaking off for a half-hour’s swim in the sea before turning back. Here’s the park, 

looking back toward the village, where you can observe our 13th century château poking up above the 

trees. (I use the term loosely – properly speaking the château belongs to the Marquis). 

 

Downstream towards the sea there is a wooden walkway (see if you spot any dog turds) which 

makes the going easier. At the end it is accompanied by a sign… 

Les rives du Loup – that’s what it says – the banks of the Wolf. You see, the Loubet part of the name 

of our village owes its origins to this particular animal species. 

I was deeply touched one day to see a little girl out for a walk with her papa, examining the board as 

closely as you have probably been doing, attempting to decipher its meaning. She suddenly burst 

into floods of tears “Papa, Papa – il y a des loups!” More uncontrollable sobbing, until Papa 

soothingly consoled her “Mais non, ma chérie, il n’y a pas de loups. Calme-toi, calme…” 

Eventually with some trepidation on the part of the little girl the pair gingerly set foot upon the path. 
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Good job they didn’t walk too far upstream - 

where a controversial scheme to rehabilitate the indigenous lupine community is in full swing! 

The late August dog-days were relieved by a pleasantly unexpected visit from our South African 

lawyer friend Deon Irish, previously mentioned in despatches. 

Here we are in the downstairs library of 

Saint Paul’s Monaco, where I had just been 

deputising as organist for the Sunday 

morning celebration of the Mass. 

Bit of a busman’s holiday for Deon, who 

plies a thriving trade at St. Michael’s 

Observatory in Cape Town. He was organist 

there in the late 70’s, when we first met, 

and over the years has brought considerable 

distinction to the music in the church. 

He’s a bit of a gadabout, and in a particular a 

Europhile – good for him.  

(Everybody should be one - particularly the 

Brits…) 

Deon’s visit was a nice way to round off the 

month of August and marked the end of 

high summer – thank God! 
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September started with a society wedding in Nice, at which the Ristretto vocal and instrumental 

ensemble performed various ditties which I had to arrange, including Only Time by…. Enema (was it? 

No, Enya, of course – silly old me!). But then came something much less jolly – although significant, 

as it happens. 

 It might be helpful at this juncture to interpose an anecdote, starting with this picture – à propos: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pia sang in my choir for several years back in the 90’s. An American/Italian, she was blessed with a 

radiant personality, and although her voice was frankly nothing exceptional, it didn’t really seem to 

matter – when she sang, the room lit up. I used to coach her, which I dare to think helped her into 

the Nice Opera chorus (professional of course, even though she was an amateur). 

Pia Maria Barone 
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The above was taken in Vence Cathedral, at a Christmas concert where Pia was singing Minuit 

Chrêtiens, for which I had written an arrangement involving orchestra and choir. I remember a 

neighbour of ours who was sitting in the front row being unable to restrain the tears – indeed, even 

talking about it afterwards caused them to flow again. He may have had a premonition: here’s the 

next part of the story… 

Not long after said concert, Pia landed a small role in Janáček’s From the House of the Dead at the 

Nice Opera (you’re possibly guessing where this is going): one of the only two female roles, as it 

happens. She’d learned it – only a spit and a cough – and asked whether she could run it by me to 

see if it was OK. After correcting a couple of tiny errors I suggested we just run it through once more 

for luck. I played the introductory music…… and continued on my own, because she failed to come 

in. Didn’t even take a breath to sing. 

“Oh dear. Shall we do it again Pia?” 

“What do you mean – wasn’t it right?” 

“Well…ermm… you didn’t come in…” 

“Yes I did”. Then after a pause: “Are you sure?” 

Two days later she was dead – cerebral haemorrhage . 26 years old. 

The funeral, which also took place in Vence Cathedral, was something I’ll never forget. Our amateur 

choir, Syrinx, plus the entire Opera chorus signed up to sing. A substantial contingent of players from 

the Nice Philharmonic joined us, and of course the Cathedral was packed, so close had Pia been to 

peoples’ hearts. I was entrusted with the choice of music, which was easy. We’d only just done the 

Purcell Funeral Sentences, in which Pia had sung, so that was a no-brainer. But then something for 

the orchestra to play on its own…? 

Quick as a flash it came to me with absolute certainty – of course, the Samuel Barber Adagio for 

strings. (Well, she was American, wasn’t she?) 

After the incredibly moving service (I couldn’t trust myself to conduct the Barber for more than ten 

years afterwards) Pia’s sister came towards me to thank me for the music. “How did you know?” she 

asked. “About what?” “Oh, the Samuel Barber, I mean”. “Hmm... Somehow I just knew.” “Oh my 

God. You’d never have known, but we were having a girly conversation after dinner about a month 

ago, comparing notes on the music we’d like at our wedding, and then - stupidly, having drunk too 

much probably - our funeral. Pia, typically giggling her head off, plumped for the Barber ” 

The Ristretto September concert in the Cathedral of Sainte Réparate bore striking similarities. 

Designated as part of the festival of Culture et Patrimoine, the programme needed to include 

something quintessentially French, and of course evocative of the theme. We plumped for Poulenc’s 

Figure Humaine, notable for its heart-leaping cry of “Liberté!” on a high E for the sopranos at the 

end. We’d actually tackled it at the Summer Academy two years before - if you don’t know it, it’s a 

toughie, and possibly Poulenc’s chef d’oeuvre. Consequently, several of the UK contingent elected to 

fly over and join us, principally for the opportunity of performing the piece again – it being all too  

rarely done on account of its extreme difficulty. (This just post Brexit referendum, don’t forget – 

their valued participation was distinctly reassuring, both morally and musically.) 

The plot thickens….. one of our Summer Academy regulars, Richard Steedman, sings with the BBC 

Symphony Chorus, several of whose members, having sung it once themselves under Stephen 
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Jackson (dismissed by the BBC during the year in an outrageously shameful manner) yearned for 

another chance to get it right, as did we all. So, a small but select throng, consisting of local Ristretto 

yokels, denizens of the Summer Academy, plus singers (nb) from the BBC. 

 

Although fairly invisible, LAISSEZ-VOUS RECONCILIER is written large on the column to the left of the 

picture.  Not inappropriate, considering that the concert followed on the heels of the massacre of 

the innocents on the Promenade des Anglais in July. But that was only the introduction to the 

following series of entirely unplanned, fate-ordained coincidences…. 

1. The choice of the Poulenc, made long before the incident 

happened, in the event proved felicitous. For starters Eluard’s 

poems deal graphically with the horrors of armed conflict, evoking 

the spirit of La Résistance during the Second World War – which in 

both thought and deed was not a million miles from the ghastly 

mess on the Promenade, in recent and still vivid memory. 

2. But a coincidence almost on a par with Pia’s funeral was the fact 

that the piece received its 1945 premiere in London, using an 

English translation, and sung by the BBC singers. The German 

occupation of France of course rendered the text far too incendiary 

to risk disturbing the comfort of the invaders. 

3. And last but not least, sitting in the audience were survivors of 

the July attentat – a highly poignant reminder of music’s eternal 

validity, and of course its power to heal.  

 

Indeed, music has untold power to move… 

Certainly managed to move me out of bed early the next morning. 

Note the work’s dedicatee… 
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Aer Lingus Nice to Dublin, then just over two hours’ drive to Wexford in time to report for duty at 

the National Opera House of Ireland, where my loyal subjects were waiting…. 

Another very successful season, with a lot of hard work getting six productions together for opening 

night – three mainstage operas and three piano-accompanied shorter works, plus numerous 

concerts, recitals, a gala evening, and social events. All in five weeks – the time spent in some opera 

houses on a single production alone! 

This year the season was marked by a) what was for me a fairly major discovery, b) an unknown but 

pleasing Donizetti to add to the list, and c) a truly superb production of something in standard rep. 

but not often performed - Barber’s Vanessa.  

The first on my list, Félicien David’s Herculanum, demanded from the chorus its most substantial 

contribution of the season, especially as they represented not only a singing chorus, but a full ballet 

Wexford Festival Chorus 2016 
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company as well. 19th century Paris grand-opera goers expected an elaborate spectacle, with 

accomplished dancing as well as singing. Opera productions no longer operate on sufficiently large 

scale budgets to incorporate entire ballet companies, so the chorus had to faire double office. They 

did remarkably well… 

 

The July blog mentioned the European Union Opera, which took place in Baden Baden in 1998. 

Several of that year’s singers have made successful careers: Orla Boylan, Miah Persson, Roland 

Woods just to name three, and in the same vein it was a particular pleasure to bump into Simon 

Bailey, until recently member of the solo ensemble at Frankfurt Opera, guest artist at Covent 

Garden, La Scala, Glyndebourne etc, singing the role of Satan at Wexford. An ex-chorister of mine 

from Baden Baden, here he is with some of my current choristers, baying for blood! 

 

Mine, probably. To be on the safe side I contrived a sly exit, darting around the corner to Simon’s 

Tavern, a familiar Wexford refuge. 

The Donizetti, hitherto unknown to me, was Maria de Rudenz, one of the 72, 75 or whatever it is 

operas he wrote. Good bel canto stuff, with some very notable highlights. One particular highlight 
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for me was the lovely Sophie Gordeladze singing the role of Matilde. We had worked together on a 

memorable production of Moskva Cheryomushki by Shostakovich in Chicago in 2012, and we picked 

up in Wexford….as one does….as though it had been yesterday. 

Joo Won Kang, the Korean baritone, is decidedly one to keep an eye on – a creamy, velvety timbre 

with an evenness of vocal emission top to bottom which ticks all my boxes, especially in the bel 

canto repertoire. He makes perfect sense of Donizetti’s seamless lines, and hardly seems to breathe 

anywhere likely to upset the flow of the music. Perfect! 

The last of the three mainstage productions, Barber’s Vanessa, was notable primarily for the 

production by the young, talented Rodula Gaitanou, Athens born and Paris trained.  

Sophie centre stage with the Korean baritone, Joo Won Kang 

 

and enjoying a quick coffee while out shopping with Susie – happy piccie of both! 
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Along with maybe le Pré aux Clercs last season, Rodula’s Vanessa was the 

best production that I have so far seen at Wexford. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not showing a great deal of the excellent cast, indeed gracing an otherwise empty stage, above is 

Rosalind Plowright OBE on the Vanessa set. Everyone knows her as an international soprano of 

considerable renown who turned dramatic mezzo in the very late 90’s. But what they’re probably 

not aware of is her new career as a painter. Being a prima donna to the fingertips, she demands an 

open French window with snow outside, cascading into the room, before she will even consider 

lifting brush to canvas.  

Well, no, actually – she’s playing The Old Baroness, Vanessa’s mother. 

I worked with her at the ENO in the 1970’s on Reggie’s Ring in Andrew Porter’s English translation. 

Ros was an occasional Valkyrie (if I remember correctly), the regular team including Anne Evans, Liza 

Connell, Sarah Walker, Anne Collins, to name but twenty. It was a line-up to put Covent Garden’s 

Ring in the shade, and it was my job among other things to warm them up.  

Vocally, I mean.  

Anyway, it was good to see her after all these years. Just checking with the record sleeve (old LP’s) to 

see who sang that Valkyrie, I stumbled across a farewell card from the cast, as I was about to leave 

for South Africa in 1977 – an originally planned absence of two years, ending up as an eight year 

stint. They wrote lovely messages – Rita Hunter, Alberto Remedios, Anne Evans, Glen Byam Shaw, 

Cliff Grant, Margaret Curphey, Aage Haugland, Norman Bailey, Liza Connell (both of whom I was to 

see in SA), and especially the conductor Reginald Goodall, who thanked me warmly for my “good 

and generous help.” Sadly a good number of them have gone now, and in any case, though some of 

the names are legends, others are long forgotten. But they were all artists of everlasting worth – an 

outstanding privilege to have worked with them. 

I haven’t worked full-time in opera for years, nor would I want to, having lived and breathed 

Wagner’s Ring in that unmatched cycle for over two years. Playing, coaching, conducting offstage, 

prompting, and conducting the odd rehearsal when Reggie was sick – I saw the business at its very 

best. I tend to cringe and die when I experience current Wagner productions, and have not willingly 

Rodula (also a violinist and 
musicologist) 
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become involved in any since those halcyon days. Where the avoidable has become unavoidable I 

have frequently suffered miseries – production wise and partly because of today’s sometimes less 

than adequate Wagnerian voices. They simply don’t make ‘em like they used to…. 

Wagner apart, I don’t particularly enjoy yet another Traviata, Butterfly, or Merry Widow either, 

unless I’m actually conducting myself. Because you’re not “doing it onstage”, the job of chorus 

master and every music staff member is making it happen for others. The potential for frustration is 

there, and therefore you need to feel the cast, conductor, and stage director have been well chosen 

- the artistic director’s job – to merit contributing your best efforts.  

At Wexford it’s slightly different, because you’re dealing with largely unknown repertoire having 

little or no proven track record. Therefore you’re all in the business of making it happen, a highly 

motivating, stimulating element, which with its particular challenge adds something special.  

I don’t know how many times people have come up to me at Wexford and said what a pleasure that 

they can hear every word the chorus is singing, and it’s partly down to working at the right hand of 

Reggie Goodall, who wouldn’t let one syllable slip.  

Straightforward clarity of diction was not quite good enough though….no indeed…. 

Colouring and shading of the text, something in the manner of a Lieder singer, was what I learnt 

from him and have applied all my life - the “German” approach, if you like. Assimilating all that into 

vocalisation - the “Italian” approach - is a further, sometimes contradictory step, and the poor old 

chorus goes bonkers with me fussing over stuff. 

On top of that I give them notes on every performance – right up to the bitter end. 

Hardly surprising, then, the last night card they handed me…. 

 

Not really – just kidding!  
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Every year has been a pleasure being with them, and I get the distinct impression that the age gap 

works to my advantage. I’m more than twice the age of the oldest - a comfortable distance which 

permits a certain paternal aspect to enter the relationship, oiling the wheels in a rather special way. 

This year we rounded things off by giving a concert matinée in the theatre, where a number of our 

promising choristers performed Buxtehude’s Membra Jesu Nostri. Being the penultimate day of the 

festival everyone was knackered, but they all sang like angels, each having a solo role to perform, as 

well as singing in the ensembles.  

Coincidentally the stage was set for Vanessa that night, so we performed in front of the big glass 

window – and fortunately, no snowdrifts! 

Having done the piece in churches quite a few times in the past, I was looking forward to conducting 

it in the theatre. Although sacred, of course, it is a vividly dramatic work and the gamble paid off. I 

suggested we made use of the stage facilities to introduce barely perceptible, atmospherically 

charged lighting changes in the sixth cantata (the suffering heart of Jesus), where viole da gamba 

tellingly darken the instrumental texture.  

Sounds corny, but hey, it’s an opera festival! 
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